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Complete game

Credit check
How to score the right
credit card and avoid
debt - SEE NEWS, A2

UCF Baseball makes final coaching
hire for 2009 staff-·SEE SPORTS, AS

Grand theft auto up again. ori campus

Science

Acura lntegra most stolen vehicle this m(?nth
MARK SCHAUB
Scieritists in Madrid, Spain, have found
the remains of several unknown insect
species in 110-million-year-old chunks of
The amber was discovered in the
lamber.
El Soplao cave in northern Cantabria.
~laeontolog~ are saying that this may
be one of the oldest amber samples in
IEurope. No word yet on dinosaur DNA.

Contributing Writer

The recent increase of
vehicle thefts in the UCF area
saw another four incidents
last week alone, as announced
by the UCF Police Department.
UCF Police are · looking
into possible connections
b~tween the vehicle thefts and

a man arrested and charged
with running a chop shop.
A Campus News e-mail
sent Friday stated that six
vehicles have been stolen
from UCF properties this
month, five occurring on the
main campus. Five of the six
were Acura Integras with
years ranging from 1994-1998.
"Nationally, those are the
top vehicles being stolen,"

said Cpl James Roop, public
information officer for the
UCF Police Department.
According to the National
Insurance Crime Bureau's
Hot Wheels 2008 report _
released July 9, the 1994 Acura
Integra ranked sixth in the
nation for most stolen vehicle
in 2007. The 1995 Honda Civic
PLEASE SEE

Staff Writer

Al1)erkan ,lel05paCe designer Burt Rutan

The face of graduate studies at UCF is changing August
8, and the Division of Graduate Studies is thrilled.
t.JCF's Division of Graduate Studies is turning into the
new College of Graduate
Studies.next month, and with
the change, they ·a re revamping their programs and commitment to the professional
community.
"We think this step is
transformative for the university, that this truly will put the
university on a pathway that it
was intended to follow and
that it needed to follow to be
an important player in the
community," said Patricia
Bis~op, vice provost and dean
of the Division of Graduate
Studies. "This is the t.rrst

are due Mondayto showofftheir
niothership, which is designed to air
launch a passenger-toting spaceship out
of the atmosphere.

·

More than 250 wannabe astronauts
have paid $200,000 or put down
depow for achance to float weightless
for amerefive minutes.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

Health Services wants you to know
what'is in the food you are eating.
They are hosting a lunch session on
reading and understanding food
labels today at noon in the Recreation
and Wellness Center.

ELIAS ASSAF
Contributing Writer

LOCAL &STATE, A2

SCRABBLE TOURNEY
BRINGS IN 700 PLAYERS
FOR $25,000 PRIZE.
The National Scrabble Championship
continues in Orlando, where about 700
wordsmiths compete for the $25,000
top prize. Players at the championship
compete in six divisions, based on
their scores from qualifying and play
in 28 games total.

NATION & WORLD, A4

TWO MORE BANKS
CLOSED BY FDIC; ALL
MONEY STILL INSURED
The 28 branches of the 1st National
Bank of Nevada and Rrst Heritage
Bank N.A. were dosed Friday by the
FDIC. Mutual of Omaha has acquired
the assets of the dosed banks, making
sure the accounts are insured.

The team from Lowe's Heroes joined
forces with Helping Hands and
ventured to Parramore to help
rebuild a suffering community. The
team aimed to build wh<.!elchair
ramps, paint homes, install address
numbers and fire extinguishers and
redo the interiors of 12 homes. Some
UCF students were involved in the '
project including Stefanie Lo, a
psychology major. Above, several
volunteers work together to rebuild·
the front walkway on one of the
homes in the Lowes Helping Hands
Program. On July 23 and 24, .the
program repaired homes with the
help of 150 volunteers.
· PHOTOS BY REEMA OESAI /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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GRADUATE ON AS

A UF grad has worked
diligently t9 put money
towards the education of
engineering students.
Paul J. Halyard, heating,
ventilation and air conditioning specialist and member of American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and
Air-Conditioning Engineers
has been honored by the
UCF Foundation for his
efforts in creating a series of
scholarships for engineering
students at UCF. ·
Halyard graduated from
the University of Florida as a
mechanical engineer, and
has worked on multiple projects in Florida and abroad
over the years.
Early on, Halyard began

creating ties'
with the university.
"I
met
Marty

Wanielista,
the dean of
the engineerHalyard
ing school,
and we got to
be friends," Halyard said.
This friendship helped
Halyard see the need for
UCF students to be better
trained before they could
successfully join the industry. With this in mind, Halyard started the scholarship
fund for engineering students studying HVAC. Halyard raised funds with the
help of his fellow ASHRAE
members, out of a desire to
PlfASE SE£

MONEY ON AS

DIESEL ENGINES TO RUN ON VEGGIE OIL
MELISSA CHADBOURNE

according to UCF News and Information.
Ali Gordon, assistant professor of the Mechanical, Materials and Aerospace Engineering department, was the techniA student-made senior project will soon cut cal adviser on the project.
·
costs for UCF's diesel running trucks and lawn
"The students were very independent, so there was very
equipment.
little I had to do," Gordon said.
Alumni Jaimeson Jeffery, Michael Schulist
The group had support from the university's Sustainabiliand Eric Williams designed a converter that ty and Energy Management department, directed by David
takes old vegetable oil used in restaurants · Norvell.
and turns it into biodiesel fuel, which works
"The students had support from [David Norvell] to work
in any diesel engine. The graduates have on the project," Gordon said. "They got funds from his
been using the fuel in their own vehicles, and
several university vehicles already use it,
PliASE SEE CONVERTER OH A5
StaffWriter

TODAY'S
WEATHER

·important step that the university is taking to really say
that advanced education,
graduate education, is important to our future. This is a
huge step for the university."
According to the Office of
Institutional Research, 7,211
graduate students enrolled in
the fall 2007 semester. These
graduate students are comprised of both recent undergraduates and working professionals earning one of the
more than 100 degrees
offered.
Bishop said the new graduate school is taking this
opportunity to influence all
aspects of the university and
help promote graduate education, of which the college is
a huge advocate.
The transition aims to

UF grad creates a
scholarship series

IF YOU ARE WHAT YOU
EAT, YOU SHOULD
KNOW YOURSELF

Opinions
Classifieds
Sudoku
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ANDREA CANTERBURY

British billionaireSir Richard Branson and
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Financial support, quality to improve

BRANSON

Sports

• Always roll up your windows and
lock the car.

to be revamped

BEAM
MEUP

2

• Always roll up your windows and
lock the car, even at home.

• Install a mechanical device that
locks the steering wheel, column
or brakes.

.

Space

Around Campus
Weather
Local & State
Nation & World

• Never leave any keys in the car or
ignition, inside a locked garage or
in hide-a-key boxes.

• Park in high-traffic, well-lighted
areas, when possible.

Grad programs

J

INDEX

• Never leave your car running
unattended, even to dash into a
business, store, etc.

UCF ON A3

Rebuilding hope in Parramore

•
•
•

AUTO THEFT PREVENTION TIPS
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Be what you eat, know yourself
Health Services wants you
to know what is in the food you
are eating.
They are hosting a sessionon reading and understanding
food labels today at noon in the
Wellness Center Classroom of
the Recreation and Wellness
Center.
Call 407-823-5841 for more
information.

Tbe Studrnt Newspaper at UCF sina 1968

July 28, 2008
Vol 40, ™ue 68 • 12 Pages
The Cmtro/ Florido Future is the independent. student.written newspaper at the Univelsity of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the Individual
columnistandnotneces.sarilythoseoftheeditorialstaffor
the Univelsity administration. All content is property of
the Cenlltll Florido FutlHe and may not be repllntl!d in part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

Movies on the Plaza winds down
The UCF Arena is having
, another Movies on the Plaza to
celebrate the end of summer.
The film being shown is
American Teen, a documentary
about the high school experience. The movie begins
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m., and is
free. Seating is provided but ·1
limited
Call 407-823-6008 for more
' information.

, Play in the mud for a good cause
Time is running out to register for the largest mud volleyball tournament on the East
coast.
The event, hosted by the
March of Dimes, is at the Lee
VISta Center on August .23, but
you must i;:egister before
August 1. Registration is $400.
Call 407-599-5077 for registration information.

LOCAL
&STATE

-1

keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Scrabble championship brings in
700 contestants for $25,000 prize
ORLANDO - The National
Scrabble Championship continues in Orlando, where about 700
wordsmiths compete ·for the
$25,000 top pri,ze.
Getting a lot of attention this
weekend was ll-year-old Bradley
Robbins, the youngest of the
competitors. The Windham, 1
NH., resident says his first computer came with a free Scrabble
game on it and that's when he got
hooked
.
Scrabble veteran Mike Baron
says the game is a metaphor for
life: ''You don't have control over
everything you're dealt, but you
do the best you can with what
you've·got."
'
Players at the championship
compete in six divisions, based
on their scores from qualifying
tournaments, and hunker down
for 28 games.

I

Florida colle~es and universities
see increase monline students
BOCA RATON - Soaring 1
gas prices have been a boon to ·
online college courses, as more J
Florida students forgo the commute to class.
Florida Atlantic University
PLEASE SEE
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Editor-in-chief
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How to control your credit before it controls you
SHAUN BEVAN
Contributing Writer

CONQUER YOUR CREDIT
Decide whether you are a"spender" or"saver."
• Stick to mainstream credit card companies.
• Don't apply for more than one credit card a year.
Keep a low credit limit.

Depending on how well they can
control their wallets, students may
find a credit card to be either a blessing or a curse.
It is important to know how credit
cards work and how they .may have • Don't cancel credit cards, cut them up and pay
the ability to control your life if they
them off.
get out of hand. Although credit
cards allow you to borrow money • Look for low interest rates.
quickly, be aware that every credit • Stay away from annual fees.
card you sign up for is being closely
tracked on your credit report, said • Track spending habits to keep yourself out of
debt.
Ellen Cannon, managing editor for
bankrate.com.
"One of the first things that stu- Macy's or Target, add another credit
dents should learn about before get- line on your report and should be
ting a credit card is their credit avoided, Cannon said
score," Cannon said. ''You need to
"Opening too many credit lines at
know that taking a credit card is once can hurt your credit score,"
going to start your credit score."
Cannon said. "For college students,
According to bankrate.com, a that's a particular problem. During
popular personal finance Web site, a orientation week, you can't walk anycredit score is a number generated by where without someone trying to
a mathematical formula based on give you a credit card. These are
information in your credit report, called credit inquiries and 'when you
compared to information on tens of sign up they are reported to the credmillions of other people. This num- it bureau and it drives your score
ber tells lenders how likely you are to down."
pay back a loan.
Cannon recommends that stuA credit score determines the dents shouldn't apply for more thap.
interest rate on home mortgages, one credit card a year.
auto loans and credit cards, among
· Another tip from Cannon and
other things. It is also possible for Gregg is to avoid annual fees for
employers to look up credit reports credit cards and make sure there is a
of their prospective. employee, Can- grace period where interest will not
non said
accumulate.
Before choosing a credit card, · As important it is to choose the
every student should decide whether right credit card, it is essential to
they are a "spender" or "saver,'' said understand how to manage the cards.
UCF finance professor Paul Gregg.
"Credit cards are essentially loans
"For students who are 'spenders,' I from credit card companies," Canrecommend that they use debit cards non said. "So the biggest thing that
and not credit cards in order to avoid students should realize, since they
getting into financial debt at a young probably have student loans and low
age," Gregg said "Savers are proba- income, is that they are going to have
bly ready to start with a credit card to pay the loans back."
since they will likely pay off their balKeeping a low credit limit is a
ance each month ap.d avoid paying good way to manage .credit cards
high interest rates."
because the students can control
There are a few considerations to themselves and at least manage to
think about when choosing a credit pay it off or keep it down, Cannon
card. .For spenders, the credit card's said
interest rate is important because the
"Just because a credit card compainteresf will likely accumulate over ny-will give you a credit card and a
time. Interest rates aren't as impor- high credit limit, does not mean you
tant for savers, so they should focus have the ability to pay off the debt at
'o n the better reward programs, such that high credit level," Gregg said "If
as cash rebates; Gregg said
the credit level seems high, ask to
Stick to mainstream credit card have it reduced."
companies such as Mastercard, Visa,
If students find themselves in a
American Express or Discover. Retail hole and can't find a way out, there
credit cards from stores, such as are several tips that Cannon recom-

News Editors

mends.
"If students are having trouble
saving and are in -debt, they should
carry a little notepad around and
write down every penny they spend
· for a week and what they spend it on,
then sit down and decide what they
could of done without," Cannon said
"That's the way to figure out what
you spend and what you're spending
it on and where you can get the extra
money to pay down your debt."
Do not cancel your credit cards
because cancellations have a negative impact on your credit score.
Instead, cut up the cards and continue to pay off the balance by paying
more than the minimum amount, ·
Cannon said
M;;i.jor credit card companies,
such as Discover, American Express,
Visa and Mastercard; · often have
credit cards that give benefits that
will appeal to students.
The Discover Student Credit
Card offers O percent annual percentage rate (APR) for six months
then an average interest rate of 16.99
percent thereafte.r. The credit lines
for the Discover card are significantly lower than the average cardmember's - they are as low as $500 and
no higher than $1,500,'' Laura Gingiss,
Discover's senior public relations
manager, said in an e-mail interview.
"This enables students to build
credit histories and provides them
with needed credit while limiting
potential debt," Gingiss said ''Plus,
students can earn up to 5 percent
Cashback Bonus in rotating categories all year long and can earn
between 5 percent and 20 percent
Cashback Bonus when shopping on
our online shopping portal, ShopDiscover."
.
According to their Web sites,
Visa, MasterCard and American
Express all have similar student
.credit cards that offer no annual
fees, 0 percent APR for six months
and average interest rates that vary
from 12.99 percent to 19.55 percent
after the six-month period. Each
offers different types of reward programs, so it would be best to visit
Web sites and choose the best card
for you.
. · Every student should know
whether they are a "spender" or a
"saver," and should plan accordingly.
If things get out of hand, you can tum.
to the National Foundation for Credit Counseling for help. Visit their
Web site at http://www.nfcc.org.
MAX BEHRMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Not Walking At Commencement?
Then take advantage of the Alumni .
New Grad Special. Join for just $30
(regularly $35) and receive 1-year of
alumni memb~rship and *free UCF
Alumni key chain .

•
•

.,

•

•

•

For more details or to sign up call
407.UCF.ALUM
or connect anyt;ime at
www.ucfalumni.com.
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Bill for bailing out mortgages gets approval
JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

House passed it Wednesday.
Bush had withdrawn his
veto threat earlier in the week
WASHINGTON - Con- over $3.9 billion in neighbor'gress approved mortgage relief hood grants. He contended the
for 400,000 struggling home- money would benefit lenders
owners Saturday as part of an who helped cause the mortelection-year housing plan that gage meltdown, encouraging
also aims to calm jittery finan- them to foreclose rather than
cial markets and bolster the work with borrowers.
sagging economy. President
Treasury Secretary Henry
Bush said he would sign it M. Paulson's request for the
promptly, despite reservations. emergency power to rescue
The measure, regarded as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
the most significant housing helped push through the measlegislation in decades, lets ure.
homeowners who cannot
Democrats won cherished
afford their payments refi- priorities in the bargain: the aid
nance into more affordable for homeowners, a permanent
government-backed
loans affordable
housing fund
rather than losing their homes. financed by Fannie Mae and
It offers a temporary fman- Freddie Mac, and the neighbor..:
cial lifeline to troubled mort- hood grants.
gage companies Fannie Mae
The legislation takes several
and Freddie Mac and tightens approaches to curing the ailing
controls over the two govern- housing market.
ment-sponsored businesses.
It aims to spare an estimated
What began as a showdown 400,000 debt-strapped homebetween the White House and owners, many of whom owe
the Democratic-led Congress more their houses are worth,
over how far the government from foreclosure by allowing
should go in rescuing home- them to get more affordable
owners evolved into a biparti- mortgages backed by the Fedsan effort that could be the last eral Housing Administration.
such compromise before Bush
The FHA could insure $300
leaves office in January.
billion · in such mortgages,
In a rare Saturday session, which would be available to
the Senate voted 72-13 to send homeown.e rs who showed
the bill to the president; the they could afford a new loan.
Associated Press

l
l

,,

Al

and 1991 Honda Accord top
he list at numbers one and
two, respectively, because all
three models feature interchangeable parts.
"We recovered a Honda
and had an Acura stolen within the same kind of time period, so that just tells me that
they either found what they
wanted or they didn't like it,"
Roop said
There does not appear to
be a primary day of the week
that vehicles are being stolen,

•
•

BRENDAN HOFFMAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Banks would first have to agree
to take a large loss on the existing loans in exchange for
avoiding an often-costly fore-

closure.
The plan also is designed to
relieve a broader credit crunch
that has taken hold because of

rising defaults and falling home
values. To free up safer and
more affordable mortgage
credit, the bill permanently

would increase to $625,000 the
size of home loans that Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac can buy
and the FHA can insure. ·

UCF Police recommends use of anti-theft devices
\FROM

•

.

Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas, speaks at a news conference on Capitol Hill following passage of a housing bill.by the Senate on Saturday. The bill offers help to struggling homeowners.

the e-mail ,stated. However, boats, and the arrest solved at
most vehicles are being stolen least seven cases in Orange
between noon and 6 p.m, with and Brevard counties.
parking garages being a likely
"What they basically found
target. Garages and surface were Acura Integras, Honda
lots letters C-G are the prime parts and Civic parts, and
locations.
. everything else," Roop said.
UCF Police are working "[Caban] was even arrested in .
with the Orange County Sher.: a UCF shirt. He might have
ifl's Office on an investigation been the same type of person
stemming from the arrest of coming out here trying to fit
Marco Caban, a suspected in, so there could be more to it
chop ,s hop ring leader, in east than what we're seeing."
Orange County.
Roop said ·that one of the
According to WFTV Chan- best' options is-installing a kill
nel 9, Orange County deputies switch into a vehicle. This hidfound cars, trucks and even air . den switch prevents the flow

11111
THE

VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE

of electricity or fuel to the
engine until activated.
His second suggestion is to
have a visual deterrent, such as
a wheel lock or the Club.
Roop also recommends
equipping your vehicle with
LoJack, which utilizes a hidden
radio frequency transceiver to
alert the police to the vehicle's
location.
"Orange County uses the
LoJack identifying system and
we have recovered vehicles,
particularly motorcycles, here
in the past, by that LoJack sys_tem," Roop said

MAX BEHRMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

UCF Police is seeing an increase in car thefts, especially in parking garages on campus, and
Acura lntegra is the No. 1 stolen car at UCF. Six vehicles have been stoJen this month. .
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ALAFAYA CLUB

407 .384. 7080

407 .482. 9990

29.13 Einstein Way

3100 Alafay~ Club Drive

thevillageatsciencedrive.com

thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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has seen a 20-percent increase

in enrollment for web-based
courses over the past year.
More than a fifth of the university's 26,000 students signed
up for at least one online class
this year.
Other colleges and universities in the state are reporting
similar increases in online
enrollment. Officials say the
convenience and :flexibility of
the classes is anotherbig draw.

Police officer in Tampa stabbed
in neck while arresting suspect
TAMPA-A Tampa police
officer is recovering after a suspect came from behind and
stabbed him in the neck as he
was arresting another suspect.
A police department statement says- Ryan Culbertson
was responding to a disturbance late Saturday when he
was attacked. Back-up officers
who went to the scene found
the rookie bleeding from the
neck. The department says
Culbertson was dazed and had
trouble recalling the incident.
Culbertson suffered a broken jaw and had to have 10
stitches on his neck. He was
released from St. Joseph's Hospital early Sunday.

BRAD HORN/ NEVADA APPEAL

Carson Gty Sheriff's detective David leGrocs locks the door at 1st National Bank of
Nevada on Friday after federal regulators dosed the bank in Carson City, Nev.

Two more banks dosed by the
FDIC; all money still insured

Investigators look into oxygen
tanks as reason for problem

MANILA, Philippines
PHOENIX - Customers
oftwo banks closed by feder- - Australian investigators
al regulators were assured are focusing on the possibilthat every penny of their ity that an oxygen cylinder
money was protected, pre- could have exploded midventing lines of · angry flight on a ~tas jumbo jet
accountholders from form- that mad,e an emergency
landing in tJ:-.e Philippines
ing Saturday.
The 28 branches of the 1st with a giant hole in its fuseNational Bank ofNevada and lage, officials said Sunday.
Australia's Civil Aviation
First Heritage Bank N.A. owned by Scottsdale, Ariz.- Safety Authority said Qanbased First National Bank tas has been ordered to
Holding Co.· - were closed urgently inspect every oxyFriday by the FDIC. First gen bottle aboard its fleet of
National Bank of Nevada 30 Boeing 747s.
Inmate convicted of helping kill·
''.At this stage, there is no
also operates as First Nationprison guard dies in prison
evidence whatsoever that
al Bank of Arizona
PUNTA GORDA - An·
But Mutual of Omapa · this is a security-related
inmate convicted of helping
Bank
·bought all the two event,'' Neville Blyth, senior
slay a female prison guard durbanks' deposits, even those investigator from the Ausing an escape attempt has died
over the amount projected tralian Transport and Safety
behind bars in southwest Floriby FDIC insurance limits. Bureau, told a news conferda
IndyMac customers had to ence in Manila. "This is
Department of Corrections
take
a loss on whatever being treated as a safety
spokeswoman Gretl Plessinger
amount they had in the bank investigation."
says 51.-year-old Michael Jones
Blyth said tests for bomb
over the insurance limits.
died Friday of natural catJ.SeS.
·
residue
were negative.'
One
1st
National
Bank
of
Jones had been serving a life
Arizona in
downtown Philippine bomb-sniffing
term for rape when he and two
Phoenix didn't everi have a dogs went through the airother inmates tried to escape
note outside to tell cus- craft, particularly the cargo
in 2003, killing guard Darla
tomers about the trouble-Sat- hold and the passenger bagLathrem in the process. His
urday. But there were no cus- gage, and found no indicacohorts were sentenced to
tomers outside to tell
tion of explosives.
death, a penalty Jones avoided
On Monday, Mutual of
He said the focus is now
by pleading guilty to murder.
Omaha will open the banks on an oxygen bottle missing
as its own branches, B~ from the cargo hold ·that
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
said. During the weekend, was left exposed when a
accountholders can access section of the 747-400's
their funds by writing checks metal skin ripped away at
or using ATM or debit cards. 29,000 feet over the South
Jeff Schmid, chairman China Sea on Friday.
and CEO of Mutual of
Omaha Bank, said the acqui- China still strugglirig to keep
sition of the new accounts air clean for Olympic opening
aligns with the company's
What's in the news at
BEIJING - Th~ Chinese
growth strategy to get capital was shrouded in
colleges around the country
thick gray smog on Sunday,
aggressive with banking.
University of Missouri approves
Mutual of Omaha Bank· just 12 days before the open$1 billion appropriations request
has .$800 million in assets ing ceremony of the Beijing
COLUMBIA, Mo. - The
Games.
One
and operates 14 retail branch- Olympic
University of Missouri Board
es in Nebraska and Colorado. expert warned that drastic
of Curators has approved a $1
It's a subsidiary of Mutual of measures enacted to cut
billion appropriations request
Omaha, a 99-year-old insur- vehicle ~d factory emisfor fiscal 2010, a 19 percent
ance and financial services sions in the city were no
increase over this year.
company with more than $19 guarantee skies would be
"The state ended up with a
clear during competitions.
billion in total assets.
record surplus, and I want to
The
pollution
was
As of June 30, the closed
be sure that elected officials
banks had total assets of $3.6 among the worst seen in
know that our needs for higher
billion. That's down from Beijing in the past month,
education need to be at the
$4.1 billion six months earli- despite traffic restrictions
front of the line, and I want to
er. Most of the assets are in enacted a week ago that
be very direct about that," UM
1st National, while First Her- removed half of the city's
System President Gary Forsee
itage N.A. accounts for $254 vehicles from roadways.
told the curators in a teleconVisibility was a half mile
million.
ference meeting.
The FDIC said the in some places. During the
The curators on Friday
takeover of the failed banks opening ceremony of the
approved the request, which
was the lelfst costly resolu- Athletes' Village on Sun~ay,
includes financing for projects
the housing complex was
tion.
to repair crumbling buildings ·
invisible from the nearby
and address the·state's need for
main Olympic Green.
Strong currents drown four
health-care professionals. It
The city's notoriously
swimmers off Lorig Island
also includes projects that
NEW YORK Four polluted air is one of the
weren't in last year's request
swimmers drowned and biggest questions hanging
and some projects that were
three were missing Saturday over the games, which
included but were not funded.
, in two days of treacherous begin on Aug. 8. On Sunday,
Forsee said he has already
ocean currents at Long temperatures of about 90
met with some key leaders of
Island and New York City degrees, with 70 percent
the General Assembly in an ·
beaches, authorities said At humidity and low winds,
effort to ensure the right
least three more had been created a soupy .mix of
"leverage and collaboration"
hannful chemicals, particurescued
among lawmakers..
The missing included a late matter and water vapor.
N'tlcki. Krawitz, UM System
Athletes have been trick10-year-old girl who. had
vice president for finance and
been playing in the waters off ling into Beijing and were
administration, said funding a
Coney Island A 10-year-old expected to begin arriving
$526 million request for operaboy who was with her was in large numbers this week
tions and a $505 million
rescued, police said
- though some were headrequest for capital improveSome authorities said the ed to South Korea, Japan
ments will have a reach
spate of swimmers being and other places to avoid
beyond the four campuses.
swept
away
seemed Beijing's air for as long as
Priorities outlined in a news
unprecedented. In the Long possible. Some Olympic
release include work on LafIsland community of Long delegations, including the
ferre Hall at the MU College of
Beach, where two people U.S. Olympic Committee,
Engineering, the Missouri
drowned and another disap- are making protective
Rehabilitation Center and
peared, Police Lt. Bruce masks available to their athother buildings across the sysMeyer said he "cannot recall letes.·
tem's four campuses.
The Chinese leadership
there ever being back-toThe funding proposal feaconsider
the
Beijing
back situations like this."
tures a renamed health-care
The rough seas were due Olympics a matter of
program that would train
to a strong storm system that national prestige, and
health-care
professionals,
brought 8-foot waves to the efforts to clean up the enviaddressing Missouri's need for
area earlier this week, ronment were part of its
doctors, nurses, occupational
National Weather Service meticulous preparations for
and physical therapists, and
meteorologist Jim Connolly an event it hopes will dazzle
other health-care professionsaid
the world.
als.
Choking air pollution
The risk of rip currents
Forsee said the program can
during the weekend was and visitors shocked at the
be part of the new administra"moderate,"
meaning environmental conditions
tion's overall approach to
stronger and more frequent would be an embarrasshealth care, highlighting the
instances could be expected ment for a government that
university's mission to serve
and "only experienced surf wants to show itself is a
the state.
swimmers shmud enter the modem nation.
waters," Connolly said
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Graduate school hopes
to prevail during cuts
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D signed by mechanical engineering students Michael Schulist, Jaimeson Jeffery, Eric Williams and Chad Heinrich, this fuel reactor
c verts waste vegetable ~ii from the Rosen School of Hospitality Management into biodiesel fuel for 80 cents a gallon.

on\rerter reduces fuel costs
FR M Al

•

JI

i,.; .
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QUICK FACTS ON.BIOFUELS

d partment to build the
WHAT ARE BIOFUELS?
d vice and test it, and so on."
Biofuels are liquid transportation fuels made from plants and otherforms of
he converter is made
biomass.There are two main types of biofuels. Ethanol is agasoline-type fuel made
from parts that can be found
by fermenting sugars into alcohol. Biodiesel is a diesel-type fuel made by
·
in hardware stores, to keep
separating glycerin from animal and vegetable oil to create methyl esters. Biofuels
construction and mainten{Ulce simple and affordable:
can reduce costly petroleum imports, cut greenhouse gas emissions, increase farm
The fuel it develops is clean
income and boost rural development.
purning and costs as little as
WHAT MATERIAL CAN BE USED TO MAKE BIOFUELS?
0 cents per gallon.
.
Michael Schulist said that
Conventional ethanol is made from sugar cane, com and sweet sorghum.
he converter will be using
Soybean and rapeseed oil are often used to make biodiesel, but coconut, palm,
he leftover vegetable oil
canola and jatropha nut oil are also being used throughout the world. .
om the UCF Chick-fil-A As
Trees, grass, agricultural residue and municipal solid waste can also be converted
e project progressed, they
into bfofuels. Cellulose makes up the majority of a plant's structure and can be
ecided to use the converter
broken down into sugars, which can then be fermented and made into ethanol.
or more than just personal
Recent research is making this process less expensive and more energy efficient.
e.
"We figured it might be
WHERE ARE BIOFUELS MADE?
ble to help UCF," Schulist
As the world's top producer, Brazil uses sugar cane to make ethanol. Many other
aid.
developing countries, such as those ofsouthern Africa, produce large amounts of
The other graduat~s could
sugar and also have potential to become ethanol producers.The Midwestern United
ot be reached for a comStates relies on com to produce nearly one-{Juarter of the globe's ethanol, and
ent, but are still involved
China is quickly emerging as the third largest ethanol supplier. ·
'th the project. They have
Other countries with limited fossil fuel resources are examining the prospect of
ow started their own busiproducing domestic fuel supplies. Thailand has an aggressive policy to make use of
ess, Amber Station, for coltaJfioca
and sugar cane for ethanol production. In response to the recent passage of
ecting the used off to be
the
EU
Biofuels
Directive, member countries are ramping up biodiesel production.
rocessed.
'We realized we had a big
-WWW.ENERGYFUTURECOALITION.ORG
roblem - we didn't have
nough oil supply," Schulist and make it more durable methyl esters, the chemical
aid. "So we created a grease and autonomous.
name for biodiesel, and the
ollection company to colAccording to the UCF glycerin byproduct that is
ect the oil."
News
and
Information used in making soaps arid
The company will purify report, T:JCF already uses other products. All of the
he used vegetable oil and about 5,000 gallons of chemical byproducts from
ell it to other companies and biodiesel that is shipped in transesterfication can be
dividuals with their own from Jacksonville. The stu- used elsewhere, so nothing is
ystems
for
creating dent-made fuel reactor wasted in the process.
iodiesel.
should help cut fuel costs
The NBB also states that '
Along with the UCF vehi- further. After laboring and the biodiesel is better for the
les already running off of manufacturing costs, the enviropment: it's made from
heir converted biodiesel, school should be able to pro- renewable sources, has lower
chulist said they plan to duce the fuel for $1.30 to $1.50 emissions than petroleum
perate.even more with it.
a gallon.
diesel fuel and is made in the
"They wanted to do their
According to the National U.S. so it decreases 0ur
ractors and probably their Biodiesel Board's Web site, dependency on foreign oil.
awnmowers, because their biodiesel is made through a
The NBB ·released esti- ·
awnmowers are actually chemical process called mates that from 2005 to 2006
·esel," Schulist said.
transesterfication.
This biodiesel sales in the U.S.
Future
mechanical involves glycerin being sepa- rose from 75 million gallons
ngineering students may rated from fat or vegetable to 250 million, a 233.3 percent
ontinue the project to try oil, which leaves behind. increase.

Al

increase access to the graduate programs, encourage
recruitment and retention of
students, focus on the quality
of the current programs and
provide better financial support packages for current and
new graduate assistants. During
2007-2008,
UCF
employed more than 1,500
graduate assistants either
through teaching or conducting research. These support
packages begin in 2009 and
Bishop hopes the financial
assistance will help to attract
even more high-quality students in order to conduct and
assist in the university's
research.
An additional benefit of
the change is the intended
effect on the suri:ounding
professional community.
"As a graduate college, we
span all of the disciplines of
' the university," Bishop said.
. "Because we span all of these
disciplines, one of things that
we can do that's really the
value added of the graduate
college is that we can help
build communities of scholars throughout the university •
from all .the different places.
It really gives us an opportunity to emphasize interdisciplinary research and education." ·
But with the transformation of the graduate college
underway during the univer-

FROM

help students become
employed directly out of
school.
.
Halyard saw that the
students . who were
being hired did · not
know enough about air
conditioning or heat
transfer. "We had to
teach them like they
never knew .anything
about air conditioning,''
Halyard said.
Halyard
became
determined to improve
the situation, and actively gathered funds with
the help other ASHRAE
members and corporations.
"We had a campaign
that, thank goodness to
our industry ASHRAE,
collected
about
$70,000," Halyard said.
That amount was
increased to $100,000
with more private donations, and the state
matched it with $80,000,
bringing the initial
investment to $180,000.
"We gave it to Bob .
Holmes at the UCF
Foundation, and Bob
was very appreciative,
and that has grown to a
little over a quarter million dollars," Halyard
said.
That money has been
used to sponsor engineering students at UCF
who ma,intain a high
enough GPA,
have
e·a rned
experience
though internships and
have shown involvement in their student
chapter of ASHRAE said'
Jason Alphonso, a friend

in the
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• Increase access to the many graduate programs offered at UCF.
• Provide better financial support packages for rurrent and new graduate
assistants.
• Aim to improve retention of enrolled students.
• Encourage recruitment to other programs.
• Focus and improve on the quality of rurrent programs.
• Emphasize interdisciplinary research and education.

sity's publicized budget problems, students may not see
some of the intended changes
as fast as they normally
would.
"Just like everything else
with the university right now,
we are experiencing budget
cuts," Bishop said. "Many of
the things that we hope to
accomplish quickly will probably take longer to do, simply
because. of the budget challenges."
Still, Bishop is confident
that the College of Graduate
Studies will prevail during
trying financial times for the
university. · UCF Provost
Terry
Hickey
echoed
.Bishop's sentiments in an email update. Hickey said he's
pleased about the change and
he stressed that the development of the new colleg~
would be a group effort by
both faculty and students.

Al

ONLINE

•

GOALS FOR NEW COLLEGE OF GRADUAfE STUDIES:

"The college will help to
more clearly defme our
vision of excellence for the
graduate community at
UCF," said Hickey in an email. "Administrators, faculty
and staff members, and students will work together in
the coming months to determine how best to achieve this
vision and bring a more collaborative and · strategic
approach to our excellent
graduate programs."
Hickey encouraged faculty, staff, adininistrators and
students to offer their
thoughts and suggestions for
the new college to Bishop.
The College of Graduate
Studies will host open forums
to
encourage
feedback
regarding the change. Notice
of these events, as well as
updates, will be posted on the
main .
Web
site:
http://www.lraduate.ucf.edu.

Money to prepare students

Place Classifieds
•l"1

CHANGES AIM FOR NEW GOALS

"The interest
generates
scholarships, this
yearwehave
about $12,000 to
giveou~to
deserving
students."

..

- JASON ALPHONSO
ASHRAE ENGINEER

of Halyard's and fellow
ASHRAE engineer.
"The interest generates
scholarships, this year we
have about $12,000 to give out
to . deserving
students;"
Alphonso said.
Since the program came
into effect, -there have been
significant improvements in
the quality of students who
have joined the industry. The
program has served to motivate students to study HVAC

within mechanical engineering, and reduce the additional
training that has to be given to
incoming engineers, Halyard
said.,
"If we invest in this program at Central Florida, then
Central Florida, the University
of Central Florida and our
chapter will benefit in the long
run," Alphonso said.
The scholarships are only
the start of what these
ASHREA members are investing in UCF. There are currently plans to create a HVAC lab
that will be used to give UCF
students the experience they
need before they are hired.
Next month, there will be a
meeting to discuss this project.
"We're going to get them a
teaching lab, and they can
actually be more well-rounded students when they come
out, and we'll be able to hire
them and make them a part of
our industry," Alphonso said.
Halyard's work and desire
to improve the HVAC track at
UCF has helped spark projects
that will help UCF train students and make them better
competitors when the time
comes for them to begin their
careers, Alphonso said.
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UCF STUDENTS TAKE FLIG·HT
In Tampa, Red Bull Flugtag gave student engineers their wings - July 19, 2008

The Wrong Brothers consistecfof
aerospace and mechanical engineering
graduate students 23-year-old Jason
Dunn, 23-year-old An Le, 22-year-old Jan
Marsh and 24-year-old Mark Riddick, plus
23-year-old Kennedy Space Center
Systems Engineer Keegan Ford.
For their project, the men chose an underthe-sea theme and modeled their aaft
after a flying fish. The day of the event,
The Wrong Brothers dressed as aabs,
starfish and sharks.Their design, however,
plummeted like a stone from the 30-foot
ramp and aashed in front of an estimated
crowd ofll0,000.

Less than 48 hours awa
from chedc-in time, The
Wrong Brothers worked
correct a sagging tail in e
Engineering Field Lab on
Neptune Drive. Made of
nylon, PVC and even bicycle
parts,The Wrong Brothers'
aaft reached the largest
dimensions allowed by the
competition: 26 feet long
and 12 feet tall. In order to
help their aaft arrive safely
in Tampa, the Brothers
rented a truck.
Team Tampa Baywatch won
top honors at the event,
flying a total of 109 feet, an
second place went to Tampa
based Air Gilligan with 32
feet. The audience
determined the winner of
the-People's Choice Award b
._ sending text messages on
site.The Tampa Bay Derby
Darlins, who staged a pillo
fight for their *it and
· created a giant roller skate
their craft, received over
. 10,000 votes.
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Team Party Fowl was
composed of four UCF civil
engineering students who
together aeated a flying
reproduction of the classic
party foul.
Following their design plans,
the team created a massive
keg to hold their pilot, 22·
year-old Whitney D'Annunzio.
The aaft itselfwas made with
wooden 2x4s for the core,
with a thin wood wrapped
around the outside to fonn
the keg shape. The 7-foot
wings were constructed of
Styrofoam, and the bird's
head was made of paper
mache and chicken wire. The
other three team members,
22-year-old Jamison Edwards,
20-year-old Alex Hinkle,and
21-year-old a Williams,
aeated their costumes of red
cups to participate in the preflight skit

When it came time for Party Fowl to take
to the air, the team made its way.qp,tht
ramp to the runway, suited up in the
helmets and flotation jackets and
prepared to fly. But first they performed
their skit. While D'Annunzio watched over
things from inside the massive keg,
Edwards, Hinkle and Williams got into
their red cups and performed a short
dl!nce before lining up in the dassic
triangle formation. D'Annunzio then
threw an oversized ball, committing the
party foul by knocking over one of the red
cups. The team then gathered around the
craft and provided the human power to
force the aaft down the runway and off
the 30-foot drop. They failed to fly very far,
and performed a spectacular dive straight ·
into the water.
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FAVRE DOESN'T GO TO CAMP,
WAl11NG TO SEND l.ET1ER
MILWAUKEE- Brett Favre didn't
report to the Green Bay Packers'training
camp Su~temporarilyeasing
tensions in the three-time MVP's ongoing
standoffwiih the team.
Reports havestated that Favre has
signed his reinstatement letter,but may
not send itto the NFL until Monday or
Tuesday.
PackersspokesmanJeffBlumb
confirmed Sundaythat Favre did not
report to camp with Packers players,who
wererequiredtoreportat7:30a.m.C01
Favre told si.com that Packers general
managerTed Thompson had asked him
for'a couple ofdays''to resolve the
· situation.
"I agreed to do that,"Favre told the site.
'1 don'twantto bea distraction to the
Packers,and Ihope in the next few days
wecancometoanagreementthat
would allow meto continue playing
football."
Thatagreement,presumably,would be
a trade.The NewYorkJetsandTampa Bay
Buccaneers have emerged as two
potential trade partners fur the Packers,
and Favre told si.com that he would ·
consider atrade to anyteam.

NASCAR
BUSCH SE1S NASCAR RECORD
WITH 151llWIN1HISSEASON

.,

illRMONT,lnd.- Kyle Busch led all
but three laps Saturday night to win the
.Kroger 200 fur Toyota's 15th victory in 22
Nationwide races this season.
Busch won his 15th race ofthe season
spanning NASCAR's three series,breaking
the record of 14 set by Kevin Harvick in
.2006.

Busch has six Nationwide wins in 20
starts this year.
"It's been adream season,completely
all around,"he said.'We're still running
and still able to win races,so that's been
the greatestfact."
.
Polesitter Colin Braun finished second
on Saturday,and Mike Bliss was third.Ca~
Edwards was four laps down early in the ·
race.but moved to the lead lap toward
the end with the help ofsome cautions
and finished 11th.
Joeylogano,the 18-year-oldwho
finished.in the top two in his previous
three Nationwide races,finished eighth.
The only laps Busch didn't lead were
under caution. He also won the Kroger
race in 2004.

/

GOLF

VAUGHAN WINS SENIOR BRITlSH
OPEN IN PlAYOFF

2008-09 Women's Golf schedule announced

TROON,Scotland -Brucevaughan
won the Senior British Open on Sunday
fur his first careervictory,sinking a 2(}foot
putt to beatJohn Cook on the first playoff
hole.
Cook squandered a three-stroke lead

•
•
•

after ~ 0holes at Royal Troon but still went
to the 72nd leading vaughan by one.
Cook sent his tee shot right into the rough
and then played his third shot well short
ofthe green.He decided to putt.but left it
15 feet short fur a bogey to finish with an
even-par71 anda6-under278total.
Vaughan made aparfor a70that
forced the Americans back to No. 18 to
begin the playoftthe championship's
third infuuryears.
Eduardo Romero finished third after
faifing to make the playoff by missing an
8-foot puttat the last hole. He had a?Oto
finishat5-under279,oneshotaheadof
Bernhard Langer (68}.Greg Norman,
coming offasolid perfonnance at the
PGA TourBritish~alsoshota68fora
share offifth place with Gene Jones (68)
andthree-time champion Tom Watson
(70),aUat2-under 282.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

WILLIAM PERRY

will feature an even stronger
field than in years past."
The program has come ·a
The
2008-09
UCF long way in just a short time
Women's Golf schedule was · under Klein's watch, who is
released Wednesday, and the entering her fourth year as the
Knights will ce_rtainly see no Knights' coach. She took over
decrease in the level of com- the program when it was
ranked 114th in the country,
petition this season.
UCF will compete in four and last season, the Knights
events hosted by teams that made their first NCAA
were ranked in the top 25 last Regional appearance to go
year, including squads from along with a fourth place finthe Pac-10, ACC, Big Ten and ish at the conference champithe SEC, which has seven onship.
"My goal now is to play
. ranked tean;1s going into the
season,
according
to well every week and gain
ranking points," Klein said
NCAAcom.
Klein said she will be look"This is the toughest
schedule we have had during ing for the team to continue to
my time here at UCF," head improve and will be expecting
coach Emilee Klein said in a senior players Stephanie Conpress release. 'We are going to nelly and Mayule Tomimbang
be playing the best teams in to lead the team.
"I do expect them to step it
the coun~ry week-in and
week-out, and our home event
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON A9
Staff Writer

1

'I/)

UCF Women's Golf 2008-09 fall and spring schedule
Sept.26-28

Brentwood, Tenn.

Mason Rudolph Champ

All day

Oct. 3-5

Chapel Hill, N.C.

Lady TarHeel Invite

All day

Oct.10-.12

Knoxville, Tenn.

Mercedes Benz Champ

All day

Oct.24-26

Auburn, Ala.

The Auburn Derby

All day

Feb.8-10

San Juan, P.R.

Lady Puerto Rico Classic

All day

March 10-12

Sorrento, Fla.

The UCF Challenge

All day

March 20-22

Austin, Tx.

Betsy Rawls Invite

All day

April 3-5

Tempe, Ariz.

Ping ASU Invite

All day

April 12-14

Tulsa, Okla.

C-USA Championship

All day

May7-9

To be determined

NCAA Regionals

All day

May 19-22

Owings Mills, Md.

NCAA Championship

All day

\
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Smith familiar with coach Sastre prolongs Spaifl's
Tour de France success

FROM A8

ton. Before coaching there,
be played shortstop for the
Seahawks from 2003-04 and
helped guide the team to
regionals and its first conference title. As a senior, Smith
batted .335 with 10 home runs
and 50 RBIs, earning hiin a
spot on the All-CAA SecondTeam.
Rooney said that he was
excited to have finalized the
coachipg staff and that he
was looking forward to working with the team.
"The last five weeks have
been an exciting time in the
progression of the UCF
Baseball program," Rooney
said in a press release. "We

now have the entire coaching director of baseball operaand support staff in place to tions Kyle Dawes.
begin the process of making
Palumbo came to the
the UCF Baseball program Knights from the George
one of the best in the nation." Mason Baseball program,
Volunteer assistant Smith where he also served as an
will be working with another assistant coach. Godwin
UCF hire, assistant coach and came from LSU, where he
recruiting coordinator Cliff served as an assistant coach
Godwin. But working togeth- alongside Rooney for two
er will be nothing new for the seasons.
duo. Smith played under GodDawes served as a student
win during his senior·year at manager for the Knights in
UNC Wilmington while 2006 and 2007 before workGodwin served as the Sea- ing as a student assistant in
hawks' volunteer assistant the UCF business office for
coach.
'2007-08. Dawes will coordiSince
the
official nate all of the baseball team's
announcement of Rooney's travel plans, assist with playhiring June 12, he has hired ers' meals for home games
Smith, Godwin, assistant and serve as a liaison for
coach Jeff Palumbo and UCF alumni.

Knights to play in new events
FROM A8

up and be great team leaders,"
Kleinsaid
.
To start the fall season, the
Knights will play in the
Mason Rudolph Championship hosted by Vanderbilt
University in Brentwood,
Tenn., from Sept. 26-28. It will
mark the first time UCF has
played the event.
The Knights will then travel
to Chapel Hill, N.C., Oct. 3-5 for
the Lady Tarheel Invitational,
another new event to the UCF
schedule. They will play backto-back weekends, teeing off in
Knoxville, Tenn., for. the Mercedes Benz Championship
hosted by the Tennessee Lady
Volunteers the following weekend
UCF will' have a week off
before going to Auburn, Ala.,
Oct. 24-26 for the Auburn
Derby. This tournament will
be the last of the fall, and the
team will have December and
January off before the spring
season begins. ·
UCF will begin the spring
season with the Lady Puerto
Rico Classic hosted by" Purdue from Feb. g..:.10 in San Juan. -

Stats:

Stats:

She shot the best
round in her UCF
career at the NCAA
Regionals with a2under-par 70.

While it's the third year in a
row the Knights will have
begun the spring with . this
event, it will be the only contest they will play in Februacy.
They will have a month off
before hosting the thirdannual UCF Challenge. The
local event is set for March 810 at the Red Tall Golf Club in
Sorrento, Fla.
. "I think the break will be
good for the team," Klein said
"It will allow us to go home
and work on the weaknesses
and get our freshness back."
The season will conclude
with two more new events to
the Knights schedule when
they go to Texas and Arizona.
The Knights- will play in the

She was named the
Conference USA
Women's Golfer of
the Week for the
week of March 19.

Betsy Rawls Invitational in
Austin, Texas, on March 20-22
before traveling to Klein's
alma mater, Arizona State; for
the Ping ASU Women's Golf
Invitational in Tempe, Ariz.
The 2009 Conference USA
Championship will be held in
Tulsa, Okla., but a date for the
event has yet to be
announced. The Knights have
finished in the top four in
each of the last three seasons
at the conference championship.
NCAA Regionals are set
for May 7-9, while the 2009
NCAA Championship will be
held May 19-22 in Owings
Mills, Md., at the·caves Valley
Golf Club.

JAMEY KEATEN
Associated Press

PARIS - Carlos Sastre
won the Tour de France on
Sunday, sipping champagne
in the processional to the
Champs-Elysees and becoming the third consecutive
Spaniard to capture cycling's
premier event.
Sastre held his narrow lead ·
over Cade! Evans of Australia,
finishing seven seconds
behind his main rival for a 58second victory. Bernhard
Kohl of Austria was 1:13 back
for third place, the second
tightest podium finish in the
105-year-old race.
"It's very moving," Sastre
said, hugging his two children
As .the main pack headed
toward Paris, Sastre cruised
alongside a CSC car and
drank from a champagne flute
handed to him by team owner
BjarneRiis.
Sastre crossed arms and
butted helmets affectionately
with CSC teammate Stuart
O'Grady as they crossed the
finish line. He was then surrounded by his family after
getting off his bike.
The 21st and final stage
was won by Gert Steegmans
of Belgium. He prevailed in a
final sprint from the pack at
the end of the 89-mile course
from Etampes to the French
capital. .
The ride was l~ely ceremonial for Sastre, who all but
assured himself victory a day
earlier in.t he final time trial by ,
holding off Evans. The 33year-old Spaniard claimed the
yellow jersey by winning the
toughest Alpine ride this year
- Stage 17 into the famed
Alpe d'Huez - and held it to
the finish.
Sastre is among the oldest·to have won the Tour for a first
-time. Tiris was his sixth top-10
finish in the race, and he is the
seventh Spaniard to win.

LAURENT REBOURS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Spain's Carlos Sastre stands on the podium after Winning the Tour de France on Sunday.
Sastre's triumph makes him the third consecutive Spainard to win the Tour de France.

Alberto Contador won last
year, and Oscar Pereiro inherited the 2006 title lost by
American Floyd Landis in a
doping scandal.
As in the last two years,
this year's Tour was plagued
by doping. Three riders were
ousted in drug busts: Italy's
Riccardo Ricco and Spain's
Manuel Beltran and Moises
Duenas Nevado.
Sastre won the Tour• de
France with cycling's showpiece event again unable to
escape the shadow of, doping:
A rider from Kazakhstan tested positive for a banned stimulant minutes after Sastre's
victory.
Dmitriy Fofonov tested
positive for a "very heavy
dose" of heptaminol after
Thursday's 18th stage, said
Pierre Bordry, the head of
France's anti-doping agency.
Fofonov was immediately

fired by his Credit Agricole
team.
"He says that it was for
cramps, but that he forgot to
tell the team doctor."
Legeay
confirmed
Fofonov's dismissal and called
his conduct a "grave error."
Fofonov, known mainly as
strong climber, finished in
19th place in the Tour, 28 minutes, 31 seconds after Sastre.
The three earlier riders
who were busted were caught
for using the blood booster
EPO in the first two weeks of
the race: Italy's Riccardo
Ricco .and Spaniards Manuel
Beltran and Moises Duenas
Nevado.
This is the thi.x:d straight
year a Spaniard captured the
Tour. Alberto Contador won
last year, and Oscar Pereiro
inherited the·2006 title lost by
American Floyd Landis in a
doping scandal.
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OUR STANCE

New bar may curb

C

en driving
W

hether you think it's a
good thing or a bad
thing, Gainesville is the
epitome of the term
"college town." Almost everything is within walking distance
and the town basically operates
around the university. 'Th.at ~d,
it's no secret that Orlando isn't ·
exactly a college town in the traditional sense ofthe definition. This
area boasts an expansive offering,
with thousands of possibilities to
explore when going out for a
night on the town. When you're
in college, bars and clubs are usually the first things that come to
mind when looking for something
todo.
. Unfortunately, many of the
nicer bars are located near
downtown, which is not quite a
hop, skip and a jump from UCF.
Although inconvenient, the distance isn't really the problem The
trouble is that when people go
downtown for a night out, some
of them are inevitably going to ·
attempt to drive hopie in an inebriated state. Bearing in mind that
most students use the State Road
408 toll road to get downtown,
driving can be incredibly dangerous; even when sober, because
speeds often reach 6~70 mph
even in areas where the speed
limit is lower.
Sadly this fact proved to be
true recently when an intoxicated
man on a party bus fell out of the
back onto the 408 and lost his leg
as ?- result.
Even if you don't go downtown, it can be risky getting back

from the bars that are in close
proximity to the school Last year,
UCF student Austin Gilpin was
killed walking back across Alafaya
'frail from the plaza where two
popular college bars are located.
According to police reports, he
tripped in the crosswalk and was
struck.by two cars. ·
To be straightforward, we
don't condone or support the
combination of drinking and, well.
doing anything else. Heavy drinking is dangerous no matter where
you are, but the fact is, it still goes
on everyday and we only wish to
see more responsibility come
from students who decide to partake in alcohol consumption
beyond moderation.
On August 1, there will be a
new option for students and it
will be right on campus. A new
bar will be opening up right
across from the UCF Arena - the
first on-campus bar in the coun-·
try to attain a full liquor license.
We couldn't be more excited for
more availability on campus
·because, in all likelihood, this
could become a very popular
place to spend a night out.
Hopefully, the location ofTailgaters will spur the interest of students who live either on campus
or nearby to drink there rather
than venture downtown. At this
point it seems like the management is targeting the pre-game
and post-game football crowds but can a business really thrive on
only six good months a year? We
saw the Nature's Table Cafe open
in Knight's Plaza right before the

first game at the new stadium last
year, and it went out of business
shortly after the football season
ended.
Other schools around the
country have propo~ed building
full scale bars and pubs on campus because they realize the safety benefit that it could provide. A
Southern Methodist University
task force recently proposed .
building a pub on their campus to
target students who go out to
drink and to reduce the number
of drunk drivers on their roads.
According to the SMU Daily, the
proposed resolution reads, ''In
addition to connecting students to
university life and providing a safe
alternative to off-campus social
ac,ti.vities, the formation of a pu0
would 'break down the division
between social and academic life
on campus by providing a place
where students and faculty could
mingle outside the classroom"
As of fall 2007, there were
6,036 students living on campus,
ancJ obviously not all on-campus
residents are of legal drinking age.
An on-campus bar could provide
a safe alternative to venturing off
campus for a night of drinking
and we hope to see it be a success. It's too early to tell whether
the kind of atmosphere arid
incentives Tailgaters plans to offer
will entice the legal drinking
crowd on a regular basis. But
µtrough smart marketing (low
prices) and the right environment,
it could definitely keep more students out of cars to help curtail
drunk driving.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not ex(eed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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t the beginning of each
the new edition and the prior
Education Statistics the nationsemester, there is always
edition ... an estimate of how
wide average for tuition is at
a line that coils throughlong the new edition will remain all time high, so why is it that
out campus bookstores. Within
in print; and the amount and
corporate greed trumps the ,
each of these lines are students
recipient of any compensation
financial needs of students every
with the same mentality and an
provided to faculty or adminis· year?
innate dislike for frivolously
While Florida does have the
trators of the institution as
inducement to adopt particular.
spending tp.eir money on textlowest tuition in the country, it's
still no reason that students
books that display the same
textbooks for courses."
information as the year before,'
This kind of transparence
should have to bear t4e costs of
would make textbook initiatives
overpriced educational materi. but at an inflated price.
In places such as Texas, legis- on behalf of the publisher less of als.
Fortunately, states such as
lators are beginning to realize
a mystery to students, allowing
Missouri, California, Arizona,
how unaffordable education- is in them to speculate the value of
terms of textbooks. In response, . textbook prices.
Arkansas, Delaware, Flonda and
Texas Rep. Scott Hotchberg, DHowever, the most recent
New York have considered.bills
Houston, vice chair of the Eduactivity associated with HB 4903 similar to the College Textbook
cation Finance Committee, has
ended on May 31, 2008, when it
Transparency Act, as reported in
proposed a bill to the Higher
was re-referred to the Rules
the Daily Texan.
Hopefully this kind of initiaEducation Committee in the
Committee.
.
House of Representatives, where
tive will go far beyond considerOnce again, this shows the
it was approved
apathetic nature of the govern-ation and lead its way to enactUnfortunately, this is the
ment when.it comes to benefitment so that education does not
same place where the bill died as ing the consumer, the college
become unaffordable with tl1e
it never left the House Calendar
student in this case, and creating increasing cost of tuition and the
Committee.
a product that corporate Ameriincessant decrease in funding for
It is not surprising that a bill
ca will not excessively profit
financial aid.
Specifically, in Florida, one of
intended to increase textbook
from
affordability was denied in
One would think that in a
the leading scholarship services
Congress.
time of economic turmoil and
for students is forced to bear the
Perhaps one of the most
unemployment rates at an allbrupt of insufficient funding.
unabashed offenders are the
time high, the government
Florida Bright Futures Scholartextbook publishers who contin- would be urging for the producship is facing financial instability
ue to raise the prices once the
tivity of our present day college
with the growing needs of stumost ¢.vial changes are made to students. These students are the
dents.
the text. In this way, they can
future of our economy and
Textbook affordability should
hike the price while students are therefore an integral part of our
not be added to the to-do list of
left to suffer the consequences
industrialized America.
the American government - it
of the so-called "changes."
According to the Daily Texan, should be a top priority in highLuckily, HB 4903, better
Hotchberg said, "the bill was .
er education reform However,
opposed by publishers, bookto gamer this kind of attention
known as the College Textbook
nansparency Act, "Provides
stores and faculty members who and respect would take national
cooperation, which can only be
that a public institution of higher felt they should not be required
education in this state may not
to select books based on price."
achieved through awareness and
Of course publishers, bookincreased knowledge.
buy, sell or allow the sale on its
We can't let an important bill
campus of a textbook unless and stores and faculty members
(who sometimes write their own like this die again. Send a letter
until the publisher of that texttextbooks) oppose the legislato your congressional represenbook posts on its Internet Web
site or otherwise makes available tion. Why do proponents of high tative, to your senator and to
textbook prices insist on using
your school's administration and
to the public ... the price differthe newest edition or rewriting
let them know that you won't
ence between the bundled textthe textbook when there is noth- stand for outrageous profiteerbook and the same unbundled
ing more to be written? According at the expense of defenseless
textbook ... a summary of the
ing to the National Center for
students.
substantive
differences
between
,
(
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Darn ••.. I fJnallY found a p1ace t0 parK on campus,
onlY to ftnd it was one OF those ~served 211 hrs" spaces
JESSE HILU CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

A studerit's ode to
Parking Services
spot one rainy day, I lost track of
Let's get this song started. I
time. As I walk~ out, ready to
shall use my violin and make
move my car with seven minsweet music for the camera.
Watch out, folks, I am no longer
utes left on the meter, there was
something strange happening.
biting my tongue. I have been a
No Arena event was in sight,
student at UCF since August
and there the tan-shirted man
2004, and by now anyone
was, placing cones next to the
would be shouting from the
meters. I intentionally waited
rooftops about how infuriating
until he got to my car to see if
Parking Services is. I have indihe would ''unlawfully'' ticket
rectly seen how many cars have
JACKIE JIMINEZ
Contributing Writer
me. As he began to write a tick~d boots on them and could
et, I walked over to ask what he
spot a neon envelope from a
was doing. He didn't say a word to me,
mile away.
During my sophomore year, I had
rather, he looked down ;md fake smiled
- the first sign of someone lying.
frustrations with failing to park in the
Lake Claire lot when I dished out more
I asked him to read what the meter
money for a special decal Enter Parking
said Five minutes left. All I could think
was ''what's your excuse now?" After realServices to enforce their rules. I often
izing he wasn't going to respond, I asked
find some of their policies a: little ludihim to dispatch his supervisor. The
crous. Case in point: when you say it is.
very expensive to build a garage, and an
supervisor arrived and apologiz.ed for his
employee disrespecting me. They were
events garage at that, how about letting
students on this over-crowded campus
taught to keep quiet and let the patron
use it? Enforce your rules ·on event days
talk, but never smile sarcastically. He had
only. A garage is built as a place to store
the nerve to act like I was the one who
cars, not a pretty, empty thing to look at.
was in the wrong. Needless to say, from
If you are "dedicated" to learning from
that point on, they knew me and my car
and have targeted it ever since.
·
your mistakes, learn from this one.
Excuse me while I sarcastically tune
In my long conversation with the
supervisor, I learned that Parking Sermy violin, I sympathize. Junior year: what
I like 'to call "hurricane tickets." It was a
vices is not a UCF department. Parking
time when I worked in the·old Arena.
Services is its-own entity. Ah ha! No wonder they shower the campus in tickets There was a paved staff lot behind the
Arena, and even a dirt area that Parking
their budget comes from citation revenues. That's no excuse to slowly burn a
Services oh-so-graciously gave to stu- ·
dents. I used my car like it was a golf cart . hole in people's wallets. Just because you
around the Arena, frequently moving it
do not receive state funding does not
since there·was no available parking. My
mean you have to resort to shady pracco-workers began to receive tickets, and
tices.
For those of you who may not know
eventually, so did L By the time I received
my sixth ticket rd had enough. Now don't me, I am not a bitter person. As much as
get me wrong, half of those tickets were
this symphony seems so, a person can
probably my fault, or so I thought. That
only take so much until they hav~ to let it
all out. I am only human, and yes, I make
was, until a partictilar day when I got to
trap the predators in action.
mistakes just like everyone. But at least I
learn from my_mistakes and afterward I
My boyfriend and I both lived in the
Towers community. Talk about a double
am still able to sleep at night.;fhen again,
I forgot Parking Services is nocturnal
whammy- that side of campus is parking hell If Parking Services were a slot
Drink away, Parking Services, drink away.
machine, the north side of campus would Just don't forget to·wipe the blood from
be the jackpot. While parked in a ~etered your mouth.
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MAN ONTHE STREET
T H E

WORD

A R O U N D

C A M P U _S

"How do you feel about

I)

· test shal'ing Web sites?"

J)

GREG FRONTIERO
1/0 Communications, Senior

"I'm not going t6 lie, sounds like a
pretty good Web site."

· VICTOR ESLAVA
!lospitality, Senior

"That's wrong. Idon't see how
that's fair to anyone else."

ERIC ANZALONE

DANIEL MATOS

Marketing, Senior

Creative Writing,Junior

"Having that site is sort of like
cheating yourself once you
graduate."

"It's clever and all that, but why
not just learn the material instead
of the test?"

ALEX MACK

')

Social Studies Education, Freshman

'1hat doesn't sound fair at all. Nice
for the people who get to see it
though."

DANIELA MONJE
Biology, Sophomore

"That's practically cheating:"

G
f)
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now hiring!

Save on gas by working near school.
We offer great discounts on textbooks
and UCF gear, plus flexible work
schedules build around your classes.
Must be available to start the weeks of
Aug 4th or 11th.
APPLY AT WWW.NEBOOK.JOBS
Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed-by exam services, not aff w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (866)497-0989.

SALES REP NEEDED!

"'

Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
Courtesy Host Needed
12am-8am s)1ift, clean driving.record
required. Apply in person:
11850 University Blvd or fax resume
to 407-380-8701 , attn: Rachel or Ben

Office A.s sistant Needed!
Seeking part-time office assistant for
local office near UCF. Microsoft Office
skills a must. Ideal candidate will have
an interest in real estate/marketing and
experience with Adobe Creative
Suites. Email resume to:
amanda.gifol@era.com
PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis.
manger, maintenance, & grooming
assistant posistions avail.
'
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
Locations i1, Orlando and Sanford
...www.dogdayafternoon.net··· email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

•

Executive search and recruiting
firm Is In need of agresslve and
energetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Wllllam.S@CrawfordThomas.com

MAJORSI
Fall Marketing Internship Available(
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-worklngt
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RvanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.
Babysitter needed for 2 yr old starting
8/20 for Wednesdays and Fridays.
Oviedo home, must have experience
and references. Call 407-971-5971
ATTENTION PC GAMERS!
PT positions avail at Blue Orb for avid
online PC gamers to develop game
actions for Switch Blade™ , our cuttingedge software.
Flex Hrs(15-20/wk, $8/hr)
Email elaine@blueorb.com or call
(407) 622-7774
For more on SwitchBlade, check out
switchbladegaming.com.

Learn to Operate a Crane or Bull
Dozer Heavy Equipment Training.
National Certification. Financial &
· Placement Assistance. Georgia School
of Construction. www.Heavy5.com Use
code "FLCNH" or call (866)218-2763.
1300sq ft of Brand New commercial
space available. Located within the
beautiful Oviedo Town Centre
community. On Oviedo Blvd. Part of a
new development. Could be used as a
nail, or hair salon. Please contact
Denisse 407-741-8600

tUlt lttN I:

200 Homes

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245

...

$9/HR 20HRS/WK FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE GENERAL COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.CASSELBERRY.
SALES@CHEAPTRONICSDEPOT.COM
Sol y Luna Tanning now hiring
maintinence position. Stop in store for
more info or call Holly at 407-277-8686
12074 Collegiate Way, Orlando, 32817

4/3- 1 acre home w/ garage on lake
near UCF. Upgraded appliances, W/0,
lrg family room. $1900/mo. Avail. Aug.
Call 305-393-0249

Large 3/2, 2 Car Garage
Screened Patio, 1,800 square ft $1195
Available NOW
3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/o,o
AvaJIASAP
2/2 Town House, Includes W/0, across
from UCF - $675/mo
call- 407-898-9010 x 104
www.propman.com
Special ZERO down home loan
programs help renters to become
owners. Free details pcarter@remax.net. Paul Carter REJ\l-TOR 407-9252734 Remax Town and Country
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

1::ffl FOR RENT:

1~

Apartments

Attn UCF & Full Sall
Students
Check this deal out either $500.00
cash paid to you upfront 01'1 you

2/1 duplex on cul de sac near Dean &
Univ avail now. Big fncd yard. New A/C
& paint. Small pets welcome.
$850/mo. Call 407-405-3642
3 BR 2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE HOME
- 5 Min From UCF First Month/Deposit
$-1900/mo. 407-222-4926 www.groundlevelcustoms.com/House

4/2.5/2 UCF/Waterford $1575 &
3/2/2 UCF $ 1375 + security dep
both. All appliances, celling fans
In all rooms, pest control & lawn
maintenance Included, For more
Information call 407-568-7608

MUST SEE!!!

.,

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avail. August
Hurry, wont lastl!! $779/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

Renters Stop Wasting Money

UCF AREA- MANY HOMES'·
AVAILABLE! From $900/monthl
VIP Real Estate Sales, P.A.
407-482-8598
,Econ1Univ area 4/2/2 new
neighborhood Close to UCF & 417
$1725.00/mo Call Joe 407-222-7942

Dancer Auditions
Orlando Magic Dancers
Pre-Audition Classes
Weeks of 7/2'4 and 8/3
Auditions 8/9
Call 407-916-2675 or visit
www.orlandomagic.com
<http://www.orlandomagic.-coml> . EOE

Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 mile from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.5 w/upgraded kitchen & appliances.
W/0 More info. call Cherry/Dante 954608-4649

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl: $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369
4/2 newly refurbished home for rent, 1O
mins for UCF, located at 13631
Springtide Court, call 407-384-5908.

pay $499.00 mnth vs. the $540.00

normally charged.
You get your own bath, bedroom,
and common living area, and
kitchen, use of pool & workout
facilities.

If you are Interested In living In
comfort while you· attend school
please contact for further details
at anglecmar@yahoo.com or 386867-2344.
The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423

Get $200 back if you sign
lease. UCF area- 3..'3 Currently no
roommates. $545/Month for one
year. Call 407-591-0987
uxury
or en Hardwood floors, new carpet, new
bathrooms, granite countertops,
swimming pool, Gym, 5 min from UCF.
$1,290 407-509-4958 or 407-451-5137

MUST SEE!

Home For Rent. 4Bdr/2Bath,

Luxury Gated 2/2 Condo w/Dual
Master BR w/d Incl and free cable.
Only $950/m.

2 Car Garage. Located 2.5 MIies
From UCF Main Campus. Lawn Care
and Pest Control Included. $1,800/Month. First Month and Deposit
Required. Call J.P. at 407-948-

Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
· Call (407) 247-6423

3884

3/2 House FOR RENT! W/0, 2-Car
Gar., Lg.Backyard, incl lawn maint. < 5
min. from UCF, New Tile, Neat &
Clean, New Paint. Call 863-289-2376
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/0. Avail
· Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388
Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security deposit. 407-359-5001
Rent or Lease Purchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/0,
tile floors, living room and dining area.
Great investment for college student. 1
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/0. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch·, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!! ·
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

Half Off First Month Rent!
1 room Avati. In 4 room house.
$575 _
m onth Includes everything. 3
guys Ors/srs) live In other rooms.
Corner of Alafaya & Chapman In
Oviedo. Don't deal with Waterford
traffic! Only 4 min to UCF. 12 mo.
lease starting August 1. CalVEmall
Steven. 407-6161628/skay99@tainpabay.rr.com
2/1.5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pool, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one month
deposit, 407-739-8891, Gina

GET ABETTER JOB, TODAY

..

OPENING AUGUST 11 TH!
NOW INTERVIEWING:

+ Kitchen Staff +Servers
+ Pubkeeps +Greeters
+ Dishwashers
••
••

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

7335 West Sand Lake Road
407-345-1039
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm

wan
or urn s e
ome
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mlns to
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll. Nonsmoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Available Aug.
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
Call Maria 407-470-3824
Fem. looking for female roomate to
share nicely furnished 2/2 off Alafaya,
$500 + 1/2 util. Call Jeannine at 321• 439-9376.

I

Room for rent in 312 home in
Ashing100 Park. New and clean. 5
mins from UCF. Quiet community,
awid traffic. High-speed internet,
wireless, and premium cable.
$495/mO util ind. Call 407-595-1183

Grad student seeking female
roommate for 312 home in Waterford
Lakes. $450 plus utilities. Email
TLCDream02@aol.oom or call 561~ ·

445--6079.
Huge Room w/private bath in 513/3.5Ba
, 3500sf 2-slo!y House in Gated Subd at
UNN & DEAN (4026 Holbw Crossing
Dr) $500/m0ALL Info 407-489-0591
Room for Rent! Nice, Clean Home,
Private Entrance & Bath, All utilities
included, Private AC, Fridge, $200
dep. Call Gabriel 407-474-3708
Chrisitan F in Oviedo renting furn, rm.
. 12x13. 9ft closet, In duplex to F.
Private bath, household priveleges.
$530/mo. util. ind. N/S 407-366-7136
Looking for a non-smoker, neat and
responsible female roommate 1o share
a 312 house in Waterford Lakes with 2
other girts. Hardwood floors, fireplace,
only 12 mins from UCF. $500 a month
plus utilities. Call(305) 20&3831
Neat and dean Females wanted for
Large 513 on lake in gated
oommunity. Safe and quite
neighborhood. Near Waterford lakes,
minutes from campus. 600/m<>Digital cable, high speed internet,
water and electric all included.
Granite and S!ainless steel ki1dlen
and large rooms. Pis call Cathryn at
407-435-4491 or email
CatYoung85@aol.oom
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils ind. Furn.
Calf Steve 407-267-4982
Individual leases available in a newly
refurbished 312 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from UCFI
Mature or grad student wanted.
$525/mo util. ind. W/0 (407) 617-0805
Respons1ble N/S Male to share
beautiful,fully furnished 212. Condo 1~
mile from UCF-wood ftoors,cath.
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerdubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600A'no
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517
Room for rent In 312 avallable NOW!
$500 a mo. Inc. utlltles. F preferred.
Must be pet friendly (dog), clean,
and responsible. House off Rouse &

50. Please contact Luisa:~
6271, lkapanama86@hotmall.com
Room for rent in 312 house near UCF.
Private bedroom and bathroom
included. There is also an office for
use as well. The rent is 520 plus 1~
the utilities. Only a total of two
roomates, avail. now. Looking for a
clean, quiet grad student. Please call
or e-mail Noel nmarie39@aol.oom or
(561) 302-2998.
Room for rent in 312.5 townhome in
Avabn Pan<. Furnished IMng area with
Wireless internet, f:l:J' TV. oommunity
gym, pool, tennis and basketball
courts. $550 everything included. Call
Mike (954) 234-3953
Roomate Wantedlfll
LJ"ke New House 1~ Mile from UCF
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/0, furnished
IMng room, full kitchen, cable tv and
wireless internet. This and all utilities
1or just $550,month
Facebook Dan Souto or email
sourpatch64@aol.oom
Roommate Wanted
Gated Community 5 Minutes from UCF
on Alafaya Large Room.Closet w/
Balcony shared bathroom
$595 per month + 1/.3 electric
Call Danaat407-376-1636
1 room avail in 42 Male preferred.
10 min from UCF . $5251mo ALL
VTIL INCU A~l 811 ($150 electric
cap) Call 813-264-9284
1-2RoomsAva,lableASAP!!I Dean Rd.Female.n/s.no pets.$47s.month
Ondudes utilities) 609-330-3673
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optiqnal at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
Room. avail. in 3/2/2 $550 River Park
subdiv. 3 mi to UCF, furn. New appl.
W/D, utilit incl. Must be 25 & up.
Bkgrnd chk. Chip 813-966-1314.
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

I

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

I
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LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house JNith Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
CLEAN, f\lEAT and FURNISHED
Waterford Lakes room in home avail.
"UTILITIES" included. Short term OK.
$450.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or
cbfw@psualum.com
F needed for 4/2 home with pool in
Casselberry. $600/mo all util incl. Must
love dogs! 407-470-3083 or
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com

ss
ss

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

6

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

CB&S Bookstores

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

I

I

I

8

··--

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

2

5

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Accumulate
6 Dinky
11 Crazy
14 River's and,
often
15 Vietnam's
capital
16 Clean air grp.
17 Devoured
18 Speak one's
mind
19 Superior
salutation?
20 Assigned a
position
22 Prejudice
24 Dee or Day
O'Connor
26 Terlyaki, e.g.
27 Japanese
wrestlin~
30 lntemational
hotel chain
32 Went quickly
33 Peet or Plummer
35 Afternoon
parties
37 Johnny and Kit
39 Board riders
44 Sign of healing
46 As usual
47 Neuwirth of
"Jumanjl"
51 Vote in
53 Comply
54 Warning device
56 Dancer Ben
58 Portuguese
island group
60 Eloquent
speakers
64 Expansive
65 Kevin Smith film
67 Indistinct
88 •_ tn a Million"
69 Glossy
70 Small heron
the land of
71 •
the free ..."
72 Experiments
73 Planted items
DOWN
1 Fruit drinks
2 Supper, e.g.
3 Sax type
4 Houston hats
5_Cruz,CA
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All right& re&ervad.

6
7
8
9

Threadbare
Chart
FIiis with life
Anderson of
"WKRP ..."
10 Legal
attachments
11 Botch
12 For each
13 Flitted
21 Embellish
23 German article
25 Snitch
27 U.S. defense
group
28 Ms. Thurman
29 Besmirch
31 Provoker
34 Coifs
36 No-seats.
available letters
38 Saves imperiled 45 Busy insect
property
47 Woody grass
40 Land adjacent to 48 Galahad's
something
mother
41 Dpl. residence
49 Hnrass a lot
42 "Norma
"
50 Afore
43 Cratty
52 Dies like a frog?

55
57
59
61
62
63
66

Center
Roof overhang
Play part
Shrek, for one
Regretted
Solidities
Shea playe~

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

300
3/2- 2car garage. Fncd yard, scrnd
porch. Near UCF, 408 and Waterford.
Incl appliances. New W/D. $190,000
Call 407-282-2024
Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BDR .
2bath.Screened porch and storage.
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off
Goldenrod minutes from 408 and
airport access. $9500 OBO.

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
f st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

UCF Parents NEW PRICE $134,500.
Great 3/2 attached home, new
roof, new carpeting, replumbed,
screened porch, spilt bedroom
plan.Call Debby Risley, REALTOR,
Coldwell Banker Residential Real
Estate 407-721-6399

Entertainment Center for Sale
Excellent condition, adjustable modular

construction
Top shelf and cabinets have 3-level
lighting
Side & bottom cabinets for storage
Dimensions: 2f5'w x 22"d (each side
pillar)
Price: $600.00 / 080, ready for pickup
in the Oviedo area
Contact VIC 407-736;2267 (7am to
3pm)or
407 365--3366 in the evening

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Public· Notice: Property located on
67923 US 33 Goshen, IN 46526
belongs to Debra S. Davis. It is not
adandoned or unclaimed. A letter
questioning assets has been mailed to
the trustee via certified mail
#70080150000292810924. Trustee
Equifirst Corporation has yet to
respond.

Home. ·Medical, ·Business,
·Paralegal, •computers ·Criminal
Justice. Jot> placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlineTidewaterTech.com.

E TER TO WIN A $1500 SCHOLARSHIP & $1500 ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE.
.. ZERO MOVE IN, LOOK & LEASE $1 SO GI.F T CARD.
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